
 

  



 

 

  



 



The samurai with the blue eyes 
Source: Judo-Sport 1967 issue no. 5-6 – Translated by Hans Lundberg1 

Gerd Wischnewski2 belongs to the Wiesbaden Judo Club, where he is teaching in judo, aikido, karate, 

and kendo. He is a very well trained somewhat short man with sprightly blue eyes. He can be 

considered as a kind of “Budo King” with the following grades: 2 Dan in judo, aikido, kendo and 1 Dan 

in karate. 

In January 1963 Wischnewski travelled to Japan to study budo sports. He stayed in Japan for over 

three years. Wischnewski had when he left Germany only 2 Dan in judo, but when he returned, he 

had an impressive range of budo examinations. 

- What was the reason for your desire to go to Japan? 

 

- Wischnewski’s answer to this question was that he desired practicing the budo sports in their 

country of origin. To just continue with judo as a competitive sport was not enough to satisfy 

me.3 I have competed 1954-1963 but now I wanted to try to become master within the other 

budo techniques. Already in 1961, I started to have a serious interest in karate and received 

my first training of that within the German karate federation. 

 

I had for a longer time saved money and was prepared handle all the difficulties which 

certainly arise when I tried to achieve my goal. Now, looking back, I can say that I you have a 

strong will and a goal worth fighting for, nothing is impossible. In Japan I lived like a Japanese 

and immersed myself in these wonderful budo arts. It really was a great time for me. 

 

- Where in Japan did you live? 

 

- I practiced mainly in Tokyo, Nagoya, and Yokkaichi, but also in a number of other provincial 

towns. I visited several different schools and studied for a few teachers and masters. De most 

important can be mentioned: I studied karate for Nakayama 8 Dan, chief instructor for the 

Japan Karate Association in Tokyo. He graded me in May 1964 to 1 Dan. Professor Morehei 

Uyeshiba taught me aikido in the central dojo in Tokyo and graded me to 1 Dan in January 

1965 and to 2 Dan in November 1965.  

 

Kendo instructor was Kawagushi 7 Dan in Yokkaichi, but I also practiced in the Police Dojo in 

Tokyo. In September 1964 I received 1 Dan kendo and 2 Dan in November 1965. I practiced 

judo continuously mainly at Kodokan in Tokyo. Only through tough concentrated training – 5-

6 hours daily – divided on the different budo techniques was it possible for me to achieve in 

a relatively short time achieve these results. Otherwise, I adapted to the Japanese living 

conditions, I lived modestly and secluded, and managed to win a special esteem rather 

quickly among the Japanese, who admired my zeal and performance of these sports. In the 

Japanese newspapers I was called “the samurai with the blue eyes”. 

 

 
1 This article is unsigned but probably made by Robert von Sandor. 
2 Misspelled in the original text several times. 
3 Text is jumping between first-person and third person, but it is kept as a dialogue for the first part. 



- How did you succeed in your practice together with your Japanese peers? 

 

- During the first days it was very difficult for me in the competition with the Japanese, as the 

training is completely different in Japan compared to the West. When I had accustomed 

myself to the tough daily training and improved my general condition, despite my rather high 

age 34-35 years, it was possible for me to unimpeded follow my 10-15Japanes peers. Soon I 

became an exception in comparison to other foreigners, both in terms of zeal and 

seriousness in the budo training. 

 

- Why have you specialized in aikido and kendo? 

 

- Wischnewski answers that aikido is a self-defense art without violence, a peaceful defense, a 

way for anybody, independent of age or sex, to defend themselves. Aikido corresponds to his 

own view of self-defense. 

 

Also aikido is closely related to judo and is for any judoka a valuable variation in their 

training. Kendo is a modern martial art and a way of self-defense for everybody, not as judo 

which is restricted to the young. Kendo should be of interest to the general mass also in 

Europe. 

 

- Both aikido and kendo are new sports in the German federation, and it is the wish of 

Wischnewski to get support to promote these budo arts in the right way within Germany. 

 

- Which budo technique do you consider to be the best defense? 

 

- Wischnewski answers that within each art you can become master, and masters always 

knows how defend themselves. Kendo he considers to be the safest method, but it requires 

that you always carry the “sword”, e.g. as an umbrella, cane or similar. 

 

- On the question why Wischnewski like many others doesn’t open his own budo school in 

Germany he answers: 

 

- In Japan every master, who has a school, I considered a samurai and I therefore held in high 

regard, in Germany he will be considered as a businessman. I don’t want to be considered as 

a businessman within the budo arts, and therefore I am only active within associations and 

federations where I can serve as an amateur. My dream of my own budo school is for the 

moment put to the side. 

Gerd Wischnewski 2 Dan kendo was trainer and instructor for an international training camp in 

Wiesbaden in August. About 2o kendokas participated, among them three from England. To be 

mentioned is that a brave girl participated among the male participants. The training was divided in 

two intense sessions, one in the morning 9-11 and one in the afternoon 16-18. 

Generally speaking, kendo is an aggressive form of combat with bamboo swords, which has its origins 

in feudal Japan in the end of 15th century. Today this art of war, which embodies samurai spirit of 

bushido (art of living), has been transformed into a modern sport with old traditions. 

The interest in kendo in Japan is incredibly big and according to statistics there is roughly four million 

practitioners of kendo. It is approximately the same number that is given for the number of 



practitioners of judo in Japan. Kendo practitioners are very mixed, boys training starts at then age of 

5, and you can see active practitioners far beyond 70 years of age. The police in Japan trains a lot of 

kendo, as it is mandatory for all policemen to either practice judo or kendo. Kendo can be found I 

every school and university, and many women practice it in Japan. 

Though it is possible to become a master fairly quickly in the other budo techniques it takes more 

time within kendo. Kendo requires much more of the practitioner, years of training with many 

thousands of training hours before you can master good technique. Kendo cannot be  a secondary 

sport, it requires intense study. 

There are two types of training in kendo, shiai, competition style training where the practitioner 

fights in heavy armor and bamboo sword, and kata, demonstration type practice, a ceremonial 

demonstration with sharp swords. Movements in kata is rigorously prescribed and are performed in 

a harmonious and graceful manner within a dignified frame. A misstep from the attacker or a failed 

parry from the defender disastrous. 

A bamboo sword (shinai) belongs to the competition training shiai, the shinai consist of several 

bamboo sticks tied together with leather straps. The shinai has a leather cap at the top and is 

handled as a two-handed sword. In exceptional circumstances it can be used as a one-hand sword. 

A helmet also belongs to the equipment which is tied to the head and has a strong metal grid to 

protect the face and thick cloth covering the throat and shoulders. Under the helmet a sweat cloth is 

worn. 

For the upper body a shield like protection is worn and the loins are protected by thick cloth, the 

hands are protected by padded gloves which also cover the forearms. The beginner wears hakama, 

skirt like trousers as well as a blue, black, or white judo jacket. The bamboo sword is held at the hip 

and drawn from there. Before and after a fight the practitioners kneel halfway to the floor with the 

sword tips crossed. 

Combat is decided by hits to the side and from above to the head, hits to the wrist and thrust to the 

throat. Together with the hit or then thrust a fighting scream is emitted, kiai, which connects the 

spiritual power with the body and the sword. This scream should for a short instance paralyze the 

opponent to delay or obstruct the any defense or parry and thus the attacker wins. 

A good hit or thrust but without the attendant scream can not be valued to give a point. Match time 

is normally about 5 minutes with a 3-minute prolongation. Before the fights did not have time limit 

and it was then also allowed to trip the opponent with leg or foot technique, hit the sword so the 

opponent loses the grip and rip off the head protection. This is today forbidden. 

It requires speed, toughness, endurance, reactivity to be able to hit the opponent who is also 

constantly attacking and parrying. It is this that makes kendo such an interesting and intense sport. 

There are about 40 practitioners of kendo in Germany with the majority in Wiesbaden, where the 

country’s first kendo club is found with Wischnewski as leader. A number of members in the 

Wiesbaden Kendo Club are kyu graded, but there is only one dan graded in the whole of Germany, 

namely Wischnewski with 2 Dan. Kendo is only about one and half years old in Germany, but through 

Wischnewski’s propaganda and exhibitions all around the country the interest is starting to grow  och 

many of the participants in the training will start-up kendo in their hometowns. 

Not only young people are interested also older persons are starting up kendo. 



Wischnewski’s plans is to make Germany into a strong kendo country and when the interest has 

grown some more try to get a Japanese to come to Germany and arrange real kendo camps and 

kendo competitions. 

 

 

 

 

 


